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ABSTRACT

An Identifier / Locator addressing scheme can enable a new ap-
proach to mobile hosts and mobile networks. Identifier and Loca-
tor information is stored in Domain Name System (DNS) Resource
Records (RRs). In our on-going work using the Identifier – Loca-
tor Network Protocol (ILNP), the DNS would be updated with new
Locator values as hosts and/or networks move: new sessions would
obtain the correct Locator(s) for a mobile host and/or network from
the DNS, in much the same was as currently happens for IP address
resolution. However, this use of the DNS is not currently required
for mobility using IP. We examine the potential impact on DNS
from using a naming approach to mobility.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network communica-
tions; C.2.2 [Network Protocols]: Protocol architecture

General Terms

Design

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
As interest grows in new approaches to both mobile hosts and

mobile networks, we must consider the impact on other parts of the
system architecture. There are a number of proposals that change
the way that addressing is used in order to provide mobility. If
we consider a naming based approach to mobility that uses naming
of locations in order to provide part of the end-point addressing,
then we must (i) allow the mobile host or network to be discovered
for establishing new sessions; and (ii) permit update of existing
sessions as new Locator values become used [12]. In this paper, we
focus on the first of these issues: a mechanism for allowing hosts
names to be resolved to a (set of) valid Locator value(s). In our
approach (Section 2), a topologically-significant name, the Locator
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(L), is updated when a host or network moves. The update of the L
value must be applied to the Domain Name System (DNS) to allow
correct name resolution for new sessions: for existing sessions, the
Locator value must be communicated to the correspondent node.

In this paper, firstly, we summarise our approach and use of the
Identifier Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) (Section 2). Then, we
discuss the mobility scenarios and present the changes and impact
in the use and access of the Domain Name System (DNS) required
for ILNP (Section 3). After this, we make an evaluation of the
additional (indirect and non-functional) issues related to mobility
through naming and the use of the DNS (Section 4). We then list
some future work items (Section 5) and conclude (Section 6).

2. MOBILITY THROUGH NAMING: ILNP
We describe here the salient features of the Identifier Locator

Network Protocol (ILNP): details can be found in [1], and we present
here a summary. ILNP describes an architecture, which could be
applied to several networking protocols. For pragmatic reasons, we
present a specific instance of ILNP, which we call ILNPv6, which
has been designed as a backwards-compatible extension to IPv6.

2.1 ILNPv6
ILNPv6 proposes to split the IPv6 Address into two distinct com-

ponents. The upper 64 bits is the Locator, and the lower 64 bits is
the Identifier (see Figure 1). A Locator names a single subnetwork
and is topologically significant, but is never used for identity. An
Identifier names a single node (not an interface) and is never topo-
logically significant. This split enables an improved network archi-
tecture, particularly with respect to mobility and multi-homing.

In the ILNP architecture, the set of Identifiers used by a node can
be very long-lived, but the set of Locators could be very short-lived.
Normally, as a node moves from one point of network attachment
to another, the Identifier(s) are constant, but the Locator(s) change
with each move to a different subnetwork. With ILNP, upper-layer
protocols (e.g. TCP and UDP) include the Identifier (I) in their ses-
sion state (and pseudo header), but never include the Locator (L).
Ideally, application protocols (e.g. SSH and HTTP) will use fully-
qualified domain names as part of the application-layer name, but
they may chose to use the Identifier.

We note that separating Location from Identity to support mo-
bility is not new [2]; certainly the concept has been proposed in
NIMROD [3,11], in the GSE proposal for IPv6 [9], and in HIP [8].
Our proposal differs from those previous concepts in various ways,
and has defined the engineering in much more detail than either
NIMROD or GSE did.

Figure 2 shows the packet time-sequence diagram for a network-
layer handoff using ILNPv6. Since ILNPv6 supports stateless auto-
configuration, DHCP is not required. After movement is detected,
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Figure 1: ILNPv6 basic packet header
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Figure 2: ILNP mobility handoff time-sequence diagram

only one RTT delay and one Locator Update are required before
data in an existing session can flow from the correspondent node to
the mobile node at its new location.

ILNP can provide much lower network-layer handoff latency
than either version of Mobile IP (v4 or v6), and Duplicate Address
Detection (DAD) is avoided by generating Identifier values by us-
ing the bits from any IEEE MAC address associated with a given
node. Neighbour Discovery for ILNPv6 works as for IPv6, using
the concatenation of the Destination Locator and the Destination
Identifier (I:L) in lieu of the IPv6 Destination Address, except that
DAD is not required.

As with the current deployed Internet, an initiator of a new ses-
sion will query the DNS to determine where to send packets for the
responder. Unlike Mobile IP, Home Agents or Foreign Agents are
not needed or used. Instead, following an earlier proposal by the
third author, the Secure Dynamic DNS update ensures that the Lo-
cator values stored in the DNS for this node are kept current [10].
Both BIND and Microsoft Windows already support Secure Dy-
namic DNS Update, so this approach is practical to use at present.

2.2 Mobile networks
An increasing consideration with IP is that of multi-homing (in-

dependent of Mobile IP). Additionally, there is a growing interest

in mobile networks, i.e. from the former IETF NEMO WG charter:
“The NEMO Working Group is concerned with managing the

mobility of an entire network, which changes its point of attachment

to the Internet and thus its reachability in the network topology. The

mobile network includes one or more mobile routers (MRs) which

connect the rest of the mobile network to the global Internet.

For the purposes of this working group, a mobile network is a leaf

network; it does not carry transit traffic. Nonetheless, it could be

multihomed, either with a single MR that has multiple attachments

to the Internet, or by using multiple MRs that attach the mobile

network to the Internet.”

Site multi-homing primarily is used to increase Internet avail-
ability. So if one of a site’s upstream links develops a fault (e.g.
due to a fibre cut), then traffic will be able to flow over another
upstream link between the same nodes. At present, this is typi-
cally enabled by having a site advertise a site-specific routing pre-
fix through all of its upstream links. In turn, this site-specific pre-
fix is propagated throughout the Internet core, thereby increasing
entropy of the inter-domain routing system. However, the central
issue is how to ensure that an existing IP session will continue to
work even if the upstream link changes from one (e.g. primary)
provider to another (e.g. backup) provider. So site multi-homing is
mainly about maintaining availability when the upstream point of
network attachment moves. Node multi-homing is not common in
the deployed Internet today.

With this insight, ILNPv6 handles node multi-homing, site multi-
homing, node mobility, and network mobility using the same mech-
anism: through the change in the value of the Locator(s), L. When
a mobile node moves to another IP subnetwork, or a multi-homed
node changes its set of upstream links, the value of L will change.
The affected node or set of nodes discover the change locally from
Router Advertisements. An ILNPv6 node may hold and use more
than one value of L concurrently if it is multi-homed, whether
through multiple interfaces on the node, through a single router
that happens to be multi-homed, or through multiple routers, each
offering a different value for L. With ILNPv6, a mobile network
is merely a special case of site multi-homing: values of L can be
changed as site connectivity changes.

2.3 Soft-handoff
Radio engineering support for mobility includes “soft-handoff”

where two radio channels are used simultaneously, the current chan-
nel that will be released and the new channel that is being acquired,
for a smooth transition between channels. For example, the current
channel could be held until the completion of update of all corre-
spondents’ session state to the new channel. So, the use of soft-
handoff methods, is recommended. Using soft-handoffs is benefi-
cial regardless of which network mobility approach is chosen.

Such soft-handoff is also supported by ILNPv6 at the network
layer even if radio-layer support is not available. As ILNPv6 sup-
ports use of multiple Locator values simultaneously, packets can
be sent on the current and new subnetworks during handoff to al-
low smooth transition. Note that this does not have any impact on
DNS other than that as described in Section 3: the L record will be
updated when the new Locator value is acquired.

3. DNS AND ILNPV6
We first give a summary of the DNS resource records (RRs) used

by ILNPv6, and then go onto look at the impact on DNS under
given scenarios. Table 1 presents a summary of the DNS RRs that
are discussed in this section. A summary of the impact on DNS
access is given in Table 2.



3.1 Summary of DNS usage in ILNPv6
ILNPv6 requires the creation of two new Domain Name Sys-

tem (DNS) Resource Records, an I record and an L record. The
I record is used to hold the Identifier(s) associated with a domain-
name, while the L record is used to hold the Locator(s) associated
with that same domain-name. Each L record has a preference value
associated with it, similar to the current DNS practice for Mail Ex-
changer (MX ) records. Having this L record preference field per-
mits the node associated with the L records to inform correspon-
dents of the relative preferences among the several L records as-
sociated with that node. Normally, if one requests either the I or
L records for a given domain-name, then all I and all L records
associated with that domain-name are returned.

As an optimisation, three other DNS resource records are also
added. The PTRL and PTRI records are used together to perform
a reverse lookup, and the LP record is used to associate a fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) to a (set of) L records for a net-
work. Functionally, one could use the existing IPv6 reverse pointer
record, but this approach permits the PTRL record information to
be cached, which improves performance when there are lookups for
multiple nodes on the same subnetwork within the specified time-
to-live (TTL) value.

When one performs a PTRL lookup on a given Locator value, the
FQDN of the authoritative DNS server for that subnetwork is re-
turned. In turn, if one then sends a PTRI lookup request with some
Identifier value to that authoritative DNS server, then the FQDN of
the node on that subnetwork with that Identifier is returned.

As a performance optimisation for mobile networks or site multi-
homing, ILNP introduces the use of a FQDN to name a network.
One or more DNS Locator records can be associated with the net-
work name, so that only one DNS update is needed when the named
network changes its point of attachment, regardless of how many
nodes are on the named network. A node that is connected to such
a named network may use a Locator Pointer (LP ) record in place
of an L record. Where an L record would provide a 64-bit Locator
associated with the node, a LP record provides the FQDN of the
mobile network that the node is connected to. So for a FQDN res-
olution of a node’s domain-name, the I records, the L records (if
any), and the LP records are all returned. The correspondent then
performs an L record lookup in the FQDN found in the LP record
to learn the actual numeric Locator value(s), i.e. there is a single
“site” L record pointed to by each node in the network rather than
duplicated data in separate L records for each host. This helps with
managing the DNS data, but also with mobile networks. Alterna-
tively, one could use individual L records for hosts, at the cost of
numerous, individual DNS updates when a mobile network moves.

3.2 Fixed network and correspondent node
For a fixed node using ILNP, or a node wanting to discover the

ILNP address (I:L) for a remote host, the situation is much as it is
now for IPv6: a FQDN is used to make a DNS lookup. However,
instead of AAAA record(s) being returned, I and L records are re-
turned. For a fixed host (that is not multi-homed or mobile), this
normally will be a single I value and a single L value. For such a
node, the TTL values for those DNS records can be relatively long
(e.g. hours or days), again, much as they are today.

Additionally, whilst we have described the DNS LP record mech-
anism primarily for use in mobile networks, it is also useful for
fixed networks using ILNP. In all cases, it acts to reduce the vol-
ume of the data in a DNS server for a site, and also to improve
manageability of the DNS data.

IMPACT: For a fixed network host, the cost of using DNS with
ILNPv6 is no more than it is today for IPv6.

Name Description Purpose

I Identifier Record Identifier values for a host

L Locator Record Locator values for a host
or network, including relative
preference

PTRI Reverse Identifier permits reverse lookup of
FQDN from Identifier value

PTRL Reverse Locator permits reverse lookup of
FQDN from Locator value

LP Pointer to Locator names a network using an
FQDN, resolves to an FQDN,
which in turn resolves to an L

record, containing the Locator
value for a host or network

Table 1: Summary of DNS resource records for ILNP

3.3 Mobile client
If one considers a scenario where some client nodes are mobile,

the only affected DNS resource records are those that belong to
the mobile clients themselves. Mobile clients will have short TTL
values for their DNS L records to ensure that stale DNS data is
not provided to others.1 Mobile clients are at the edge or leaf of
the DNS tree. Any additional traffic generated is confined to edge
DNS servers and does not affect root servers, TLD servers, or even
the top-of-user-domain servers.

The ILNP Locator Update (LU) is analogous to the MIPv6 Bind-
ing Update, updating existing IP sessions, so there should be little
additional DNS traffic due to the use of the L record, as new com-
munication sessions would have to start with a DNS lookup anyway
in MIPv6. Prior research indicates that there is very little locality in
DNS queries for end systems. This means that DNS caching of end
node A records is ineffective in today’s deployed Internet [6]. Even
if DNS caching of L records is not very successful, it will perform
no worse than today’s Internet.

IMPACT: If 10% of nodes are mobile (just pulling a number out
of the air), then the extra traffic overhead directed at the leaf DNS
servers ought not be considerable. It is unclear what the relative
numbers of mobile hosts will be so the total impact is hard to esti-
mate. Every mobile node will have to update its L record, affecting
leaf servers but not the root server.

3.4 Mobile server
The use of changing Locator values can support a mobile server

as well. However, in many quarters, the notion of mobile servers
is somewhat novel. At present, there are no known large-scale de-
ployments of mobile servers. So the full deployment requirements
for mobile servers, i.e. what the numbers are likely to be relative to
mobile clients, are not clear. 2

Potentially, a server could be the end-point of many communi-
cation sessions. If it moves, this could result in a large number of
Locator Updates (as with Binding Updates in Mobile IPv6). How-
ever, only the L record(s) of the server needs to be updated in the
DNS, which would be a single DNS transaction.

Potentially, a mobile server could result in extra DNS traffic, as
the TTL for the L record for that server will now be lower than for

1Non-mobile clients are not affected and can have much longer
TTL values (e.g. hours or days, as today).
2A SIP handset is usually deployed with a separate SIP server as
intermediary, but handset to handset communications is possible.
Since the number of concurrent calls for a single handset is rela-
tively small, scalability ought not be an issue for a SIP handset.



a fixed host. A busy server will then have L records that cannot be
cached for as long as they could be for a fixed server.

If one considers this in a naive way, one might conclude this
would be a problem for widely-used public web servers. How-
ever, large public web services usually are not a single server, but
instead have a large number of servers, often geographically repli-
cated in various locations, often also located behind load-balancing
appliances, such that multiple servers can provide the same con-
tent. Also, URL-based referrals are often used by such large public
web sites. For this common case, the named web server only makes
a decision about which content server should handle a given client
request, and then sends a URL referral to the web client, redirecting
the client to the chosen content server. In such cases, a wide range
of variables, including server load, latency, and network conges-
tion might be included in the server operator’s decision of which
content server should handle a particular client or client request.

IMPACT: It is far from clear that much DNS locality exists in
the current Internet, at least with respect to A or AAAA records of
edge nodes (including servers). If the current Internet does not have
much DNS locality in that respect, then the change to ILNP will
not have much DNS impact in this scenario. However, if a server is
mobile, when it moves network it will have to update its L record,
affecting leaf servers but not the root server.

3.5 Mobile network
Mobile networks are handled in the same way as site multi-

homing. So our approach is significantly different than that taken
by the former IETF Network Mobility (NEMO) Working Group.
In ILNP, mobile networks are handled “automatically”, using the
same mechanisms described above for site multi-homing.

As an engineering optimisation, the Locator Pointer (LP ) record
described above will significantly reduce the number of DNS up-
date transactions that are required when a mobile network changes
its point(s) of network attachment. So only one DNS update per
subnetwork will be required, rather than one DNS update per node
attached to the mobile subnetwork.

IMPACT: Where a LP record is configured, there is now an extra
stage to a DNS resolution as the initial resolution results in an LP

record, which then has to be resolved to an L record. Again, we can
not be sure exactly how much extra DNS traffic this will generate
as there are not many deployed mobile networks at present (and we
have access to none ourselves). However, potentially the cost for
DNS is minimal, requiring an update to the “site” L record pointed
to by the LP record. As the LP record itself can be cached, DNS
load will be reduced by any locality in the traffic patterns.

3.6 Simultaneous movement
For the case where two hosts (individual mobile hosts, or as part

of a network) move at the same time, there is a synchronisation
problem, potentially. ILNPv6 handles this in two ways. Firstly, IL-
NPv6 layer soft-handoff is recommended, in order to allow Locator
Update messages to traverse the network and update session state.
Secondly, if the two hosts were unlucky enough to lose synchroni-
sation (all Locator Update messages are lost), then (after whatever
Transport protocol timeout applies has occurred) they perform a
DNS lookup to find the updated L records, and resume the session.
Application state should not be adversely affected.

IMPACT: If mobile hosts have to resume the session, to the
DNS, this looks like a new session being started and there are no
additional mechanisms required.

3.7 DNS usage and applications
For applications using ILNPv6, in general, the current DNS in-

teraction model need not change: stateless, request-response pro-
tocol would suffice. However, there may be scenarios in which the
way that DNS is used by applications would change. In this discus-
sion, the ‘receiver’ is the recipient of the response to a DNS query.

If a fixed or correspondent node performs a DNS lookup and
receives multiple L records (e.g. because the remote host is multi-
homed), the node should check the preference value in the L records
to determine which L value to use first in order to send packets to
the remote node and establish the session.3

In a mobile network, if an LP record is returned, the receiver
needs to perform another DNS lookup on the FQDN contained in
the LP record in order to resolve the L record(s). However, an LP

record could also be returned if the site is multi-homed: LP records
can be used to optimise DNS access by allowing an LP record to
point to a single L record, the latter being the only record updated
when the Locater value changes.

IMPACT: Existing applications can rely on the DNS Resolver
library to hide the ILNP details from them. To enable this, the
DNS Resolver library will need to be updated to support I , L , and
LP records. When an LP record is encountered, the library must
perform an extra DNS lookup to find any correspodning L records.

Scenario Section Extra DNS access (mobile host
(mobile entity) and correspondent)

Fixed 3.2 correspondent: possible extra ac-
cess required if an LP record is
used for a multi-homed site

Client 3.3 host: single extra access for up-
date of L record(s)

Server 3.4 host: single extra access for up-
date of L record(s)

Network 3.5 host: extra access to update mul-
tiple L records (all hosts in the
mobile network), unless an LP

records is used, and then only a
single extra access for the net-
work as a whole to update of the
LP record is required
correspondent: if LP record is
returned, extra access to resolve
network name to L record(s)

Simultaneous 3.6 same as Client scenario
movement

Table 2: Summary of impact of ILNP on DNS access

4. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
As well as the functional considerations for assessing the feasi-

bility and impact of ILNPv6 on the DNS, we must also consider
some non-functional issues. In real world systems, non-functional
issues may have significant impact on the suitability of a system for
use. So, in this section, we discuss the salient issues for ILNPv6.
A summary of the issues in this section are given in Table 3.

4.1 Overall traffic considerations
Overall, as ILNPv6 does not use a Home Agent (HA) and For-

eign Agent (FA) configuration, no extra signalling traffic is required
in order to update the HA, as is the case for IPv6. However, ILNPv6
generates DNS traffic which Mobile IPv6 does not. IPv6 Binding

3Correspondent nodes may use any valid L record of the responder
node to send packets to the responder.



Update messages and ILNPv6 Locator Update messages have, al-
most, a one-to-one correspondence. So, it could be argued that,
when comparing Mobile IPv6 to ILNPv6, the overall traffic over-
head is comparable: the signalling traffic for each just happens to
go to a different entity (HA vs DNS).

For mobile networks, if we compare the IETF NEMO work to
ILNPv6, then, at the time of writing, potentially, there is a sig-
nificant gain in simplicity of the architecture, as ILNPv6 does not
require tunnelling to HA entities [13]. However, ILNPv6 sacrifices
the transparency goals that have been defined for NEMO for back-
wards compatibility with normal IPv6 nodes [4]. A more detailed
analysis would be required in order to determine the comparative
overhead under specific scenarios. Potentially, with ILNPv6, there
is the issue of a Locator Update “storm” as session state for many
live sessions is updated as a mobile network changes Locator. We
consider this an issue for further study.

4.2 System robustness
The use of the HA with most current Mobile IPv6 and NEMO

implementations, whilst providing transparency, is potentially a weak-
ness for overall system robustness. It is very likely to be a single-
point of failure, and also a potential performance bottleneck. The
IETF has undertaken work to address this (e.g. through use of mul-
tiple HAs), although the numerous extensions to Mobile IP and
NEMO tend also to increase the complexity of Mobile IP and NEMO
implementation and deployment.4

If there are failures in connectivity between the home network
and the correspondent and/or between the home network and the
mobile host or network, then the mobile capability is lost. As
well as connectivity failures, the home network connectivity listed
above now becomes a point of attack for a malicious party wanting
to disrupt communications to/from the mobile host/network. It is
not possible to have multiple home networks with Mobile IPv6 or
NEMO, though multiple home agents may be possible.

This is not the case for ILNP. For initialising a session, the corre-
spondent needs to contact a DNS server, and the mobile host/network
needs to keep the DNS entry updated. However, it is possible to
have multiple DNS servers that are geographically and/or topo-
logically dispersed to provide the DNS service, helping alleviate
potential connectivity problems or malicious intervention. DNS
already provides this capability – no additional engineering is re-
quired, though here is additional cost in the configuration and man-
agement of the DNS service in order to provide this capability. Use
of Secure Dynamic DNS Update does not preclude use of redun-
dant DNS servers for the dynamic DNS zone.

4.3 Deployability
BIND and commercial DNS servers (e.g. from Nominum or Mi-

crosoft) are widely available, widely deployed, and support DNS
Security today. As the proposed DNS enhancements are similar to
existing DNS resource records, it should be simple to add support
for the new I , L , LP , PTRI , and PTRL records to existing DNS
servers. Further, the only change to DNS processing rules is that a
server should return all I , L , and LP records for a fully-qualified
domain name when a query is received for any one of those three
record types. This is similar to existing processing rules for provid-
ing “additional data” in certain DNS responses.

While some might view the use of Secure DNS Dynamic Update
as adventurous, BIND and Microsoft implement that specification
and can interoperate. So this usage is now quite reasonable.

4At the time of writing, the IETF Mobile EXTensions (MEXT) WG
has been formed and is considering the harmonisation of MIPv6,
NEMO, and IKEv2.

4.4 Authentication
The proposed DNS enhancements do not alter the security prop-

erties of the existing DNS. The proposed enhancements create no
new vulnerabilities. Further, DNS Security would not need alter-
ation. So the security risks of the DNS are unchanged, and the
prospective security solution, DNS Security, is also unchanged.

4.5 Scalability impacts upon DNS
With the current IPv4 Internet, scalability of the DNS depends

upon the ability of edge DNS resolvers (closer to the end-user) to
cache (1) the NS records used to indicate zone delegation5, and (2)
also the A records of the upper-level DNS servers associated with
those NS records (closer to the root). In turn, this depends upon
that small set of NS and A records having moderately long TTLs.
Research published earlier this decade [6] indicates that giving low

TTL values to A records will not significantly harm hit rates.
Secure Dynamic DNS Update is standardised and widely im-

plemented. At least some mobile networks are using it today to
optimise initial contact with a mobile node. Early operational ex-
perience indicates that this is a reasonable approach.

Additionally, the current authors are running an experiment at St
Andrews with relatively short TTL values for A and PTR records.
This will measure the offered DNS load versus the TTL values to
provide further confirmation that this is not a problem. The use of
relatively short DNS TTL values ensures that other nodes will not
be given stale L values for a mobile node or mobile network.

Many top-level DNS servers, for example F-Root, use BGP any-
casting with replicated DNS servers, rather than using BGP site-
multihoming [5]. BGP anycast techniques work unchanged with
ILNP, so DNS servers at, or closer to, the root can continue to have
moderately long lifetimes for their A (or AAAA or L & I ) records.
Also, DNS resolvers will continue to cache learned DNS resource
records for the configured TTL values for each learned DNS re-
source record. So the deployed DNS should continue to scale as
well with ILNP as it does for the current IPv4 Internet.

4.6 Link mobility considerations
Mobility research at NATO [7,14] indicates that there are a num-

ber of limitations with existing Mobile IP approaches; that work
separately indicates that to be fully successful a mobile node needs
to also use use link-layer mobility mechanisms so that the network-
layer mobility events (e.g. IP handoff) are not as frequent.

Operationally successful mobility is a multi-layer issue, requir-
ing a multi-layer approach. Network-layer capabilities are impor-
tant, but are only part of the solution. While some believe that
Mobile IP needs to be able to handle extremely rapid (e.g. 1 sec-
ond) changes in point of network attachment by itself, we believe
that IP mobility needs to be combined with link-layer mobility.

The ILNP mechanism also allows multiple Locators to be in use
concurrently. So soft handoff is possible, and recommended. In-
deed, many nodes will use multiple Locators (albeit with the same
Identifier) – mobility and multi-homing are essentially the same in
ILNP. Thus, ILNP can provide more flexibility than some other ap-
proaches to node mobility or network mobility.

4.7 Other network layer functions
As explained in [1], ILNPv6 can support localised addressing

(i.e. Network Address Translation), true end-to-end IPsec, multi-
homing and mobility in an integrated fashion, as “first class” ser-
vices, rather than requiring additional engineering (e.g. tunnelling),

5For example, the delegation by a root server of .COM to some set
of authoritative DNS servers.



middleboxes or entities (e.g. Home Agents) as does Mobile IPv6
and NEMO. For ILNP support of NAT and IPsec with mobility,
there is no additional cost or impact with respect to DNS other than
those stated in this paper.

Issue Section Summary

Traffic 4.1 DNS traffic little impact, but
Locator Update traffic may be
an issue, e.g. in mobile network

Robustness 4.2 Use of DNS potentially im-
proves system robustness over-
all compared to use of HAs

Deployability 4.3 Incremental deployability for
DNS capability ILNPv6

Authentication 4.4 No impact

Scalability 4.5 Extra DNS traffic not likely to
be significant and existing uses
of DNS not impacted

Link mobility 4.6 ILNP will can function within a
multi-layer approach including
support for soft-handoff with-
out affecting DNS

Integration 4.7 ILNP easily integrated with
other network functions

Table 3: Summary of issues where ILNP may impact DNS

5. FUTURE WORK
More measurement and experimentation with the actual current

DNS impacts of mobile networks and mobile servers is needed in
order to more fully understand the current behaviour and to be able
to either model or experiment with the behaviour likely when ILNP
is in use. Part of the challenge in this area is that very few deploy-
ments of either scenario exist in today’s Internet. Another chal-
lenge is that differing communities have different visions for how
they would like to use IP mobility.

An exciting development is application-controlled traffic engi-
neering at the transport-layer through the use of naming: with mul-
tiple Locator values. Consider the case that a node is multi-homed
and so has multiple Locator values. Providing a session uses the
same Identifier value in the session state, the session is free to swap
Locator values or use multiple Locator values simultaneously in
ILNPv6. So, by setting an equal preference value for each Locator
value, a multi-path session can be established: the use of multiple
Locators affects the routing of those packets, but the single Identi-
fier value ensures that they are all delivered to the same session. Of
course, use of the Locator values in this way deals with the address
management for multi-path flows; the important issue of multi-path
flow congestion control requires further study.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A naming approach to enabling mobility has great benefits, at

the expense of invisibility to nodes that are not mobile-aware. We
also note that our proposed approach can be deployed incremen-
tally: ILNPv6 packets look like IPv6 packets to the core network,
and no updates are required for edge networks that do not plan to
support ILNPv6. As can be seen from Tables 1, 2 and 3, the use of
a naming approach to mobility (1) is unlikely to have a significant
adverse impact on the DNS; (2) may yield some benefits, for ex-
ample enabling network-layer soft-handoff, helping increase over-
all system robustness, and permitting integration of other network

functions, without impacting DNS; and (3) can be deployed incre-
mentally and securely into existing infrastructure, because it uses
the standard DNS security mechanisms already being rolled out for
the deployed IP Internet.

However, some issues require further study. The actual potential
impact on DNS needs to be investigated through rigourous experi-
mentation. Such an analysis should include a study on the overall
impact on traffic under certain scenarios, particularly for the mobile
network scenario and mobile server scenario.
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